SMALL ANIMAL
FOSTER PROGRAM

NORTHEAST
ANIMAL
SHELTER
347 HIGHLAND AVE, SALEM, MA.

(978)-745-9888

The Program:
Small animal foster programs are vital to many adoption centers, including ours! Foster care providers are needed to help care for small
animals for a variety of reasons including when an animal is too young for adoption, may be pregnant, has a medical issue to address, needs
temporary care while an owner is in crisis, or because the adoption center is full and needs support.
The label 'small animals' can include rabbits, guinea pigs, mice, ferrets, hamsters, birds, rats and more. We supply everything you need to
get started fostering and you choose the cases you are able to help with, whether that is by species, times you are available, or the types of
foster needed!
We often see more small animals entering the shelter than we have space for at one time, and often need help housing, caring for and
finding wonderful homes for pets in need. We are comforted when animals leave for foster care, as we know you will do a wonderful job
providing the love and attention an animal requires while they wait for a forever family.
As an approved foster parent, you will be added to a foster email group and receive emails about pets in need of foster care. When you
see a pet that may be a good match for your household and lifestyle, simply contact the foster care and if that pet is still in need, we will be
in touch to set everything up!

Rules & Regulations:
Foster care providers are expected to follow and abide by all guidelines and protocols regarding proper care and handling of foster pets,
including providing an appropriate diet, access to water at all times, health care and providing updates when there are health or behavior
concerns and as needed. Foster pets must be kept in climate controlled homes with temperatures between 60 and 80 degrees.
Do not give foster animals medication or supplements unless they are prescribed by our veterinary staff or alternate care arrangements
have been made and approved by the foster care coordinator. Do not, for any reason, stop medication directed to do so by a staff member.
Fosters should have a place for the enclosure that is safe from other pets in the house.
Small animals should never be left alone with other resident pets.
Small animals should not be left unattended or loose outside.
Foster care providers must notify the foster care coordinator immediately if a foster animal bites a person or another animal, seems to be
having a serious medical concern, or becomes loose or lost.
If a foster care provider refuses to return a foster pet for any reason at the request of our adoption center, or has improperly transferred the
custody of the pet to another individual or entity, the foster care provider will be removed from the program and our adoption center may
initiate appropriate legal action in order to secure the return of the pet.

Contact Information:
Elizabeth Booth
Foster Care Manager
Foster@neas.org
Elizbaeth.b@neas.org
(978-745-9888) X91- Priority Line at Shelter
(425-314-3653)- Emergency Number
For after hours emergencies or to get in contact directly with the foster care manager please use
the emergency number.

Adoption from foster care:
Promoting your foster pet and facilitating the adoption from foster care allows for the quickest transition for your foster pet to a home! We
are are often overwhelmed with small animals and are receiving them faster than we can adopt them out!
Having fosters take on promoting and match making for these small pets allows us to help the animals that need us most. When animals are
placed in our community and are highlighted, they often find homes faster! We ask foster care providers to help by posting foster pets on
social media, and submitting bios and notes for our website!
By following the suggestions below, and knowing the answers to most common adoption questions, you can be the best advocate for your
foster!

Adoption Process If Placed From Foster Care:
1. Market your foster pet starting on day one! Take lots of photos, videos and notes to better show potential adopter's your foster's personality!
2. Once you have someone interested in adopting your foster pet, feel free to set up meetings either from your home or virtually using apps
like Zoom, FaceTime, or Ring Central! (If you are uncomfortable having people in your home, or need help with the technology, contact
your foster coordinator to help set up an adoption meeting at a shelter facility!) Be sure to communicate any special medical or behavioral
needs your foster animal has.
3. Inform your foster manager once you have someone interested in completing an adoption for your foster pet.
4. Have the interested party fill our the adoption application that can be found at https://www.mspca.org/adoption-centers/nevins-farmadoption-center/adoption-inquiry/
5. A member of our team will be in contact with the adopter to verify all information, process the adoption and pass along all medical and
other records.
6. Once a member of our team gives you the all clear, make arrangements to pass your foster pet pet off to their new forever family! This can
either be done directly from you to the adopter, or the foster pet can be scheduled to come in to the shelter and picked up by the new
adopter!
If you need any help with any of these steps, have any questions, or have any suggestions or ideas, please reach out to your foster care
manager!

Adoption Fees & Ages:

Rabbits- Adoptable once weaned at 6-7 weeks
Single: $85 adoption fee
Pair: $135 adoption fee
Spay/Neuter Surgery*
Ferrets: $80 adoption fee
Rabies Vaccine
Chinchillas: $50 adoption fee
Guinea pigs: $30 adoption fee- Adoptable once seperated at 3 weeks
Small Mammals: $15 adoption fee
Mice, Rats, Gerbils, Hamsters, Degus, etc.
*For animals currently waiting on spay/neuter appointments when they reach 4 months of age, rabbits are able to be adopted
and finalized, then at adoption will be scheduled with a due date for alteration at that time with shelter staff.

How to promote your small foster pet!
Tell your friends, family, neighbors and everyone you know! Take especially cute photos and send them out- you never know who might be
interested in adopting or have a friend they know who might!
Send in pictures/videos and a bio to your Foster Manager: We will post the animal on our adoptable animal website and send interested parties
to you directly with inquiries.
Social media is often the largest way foster pets find homes! When you take home a foster pet, post on your social media pages and groups
such as:
Facebook, Instagram, Next Door, Neighbor Groups, Craiglist, Imgur, Twitter, Reddit, Rescueme.org, Adoptapet.com
Place Flyers at places like:
Coffee spots, vets, schools, daycares, offices, etc
Use apps to create a wide range of graphics, materials and videos to use to highlight your foster pet! Some apps that are helpful are:
Canva, Over, Skitch, Splice, Pixle, PicCollage, Tik Tok

Writing Notes & Marketing Your Foster Pet
When fostering a small animal, you are that animal's advocate! Clear notes, and pretty photographs help advertise and promote your
foster pet. You can improve your pet's chances at finding a home with just a few key strokes! Send in notes and bios about your foster pet
to the Foster Care Coordinator so they can add them to the pet's record and their website profile so the pets will have a team of people
working together to find the match for the pet. Plan to update your cache of notes and materials every 7-10 days and go into fostering a pet
with the intention of documenting everything!
An important thing to remember is the difference between marketing and adoption counseling. When you are posting on social media, or
trying to engage people about adopting your foster pet, you want to make sure you are putting their best foot forward! These posts can be
short and sweet with little details about the pet with a few highlights. Avoid statements that include words like "must" "has issues"
"concerns"- these work as stop signs for potential adopters. When talking to already interested adopters before meeting the foster pet, that
is the time to go over everything they may need to know!
The notes from a foster home are often the deciding factor in many adoptions! Accentuate the positive and let potential adopters know why they
should consider your foster. Tell potential adopters what you know about the foster pet. Have they met any existing pets? What makes them
special or what do they do well? Do they use the litter box? What are they're favorite treats? Be honest, but positive when describing your foster
pet- don't say "They don't like other pets" say "They would like to be the one and only" or instead of "very fearful" say "learning how to be more
confident!" You want to make sure you are telling a story about your foster pet, not focusing on restrictions!
It is also important to be objective while recording notes- if the foster pet does something you want to make sure to record, such as cowers, avoids
attention or snaps- make sure to describe what the animal was doing before the action, after the action, and what was going on around them such as
loud noises, who was there, etc.

Taking Photos and Videos
The picture is the first thing a person sees on our website or on your social media, so make sure you give your foster pet the best chance possible by
taking large, clear, high resolution photos!
Take a lot of digital pictures- chances are if you snap lots of photos at a time, you will end up with some you love! If you don't have a digital
camera or camera phone, you can contact the Foster Coordinator to see if a photo shoot can be arranged.
Pictures taken outside in natural light are much better than those taken inside or with a flash. Lighting is important in capturing a pet's detail and
coloring.
Use treats, toys or make strange noises to make your foster pet face the camera and capture a full-face image.
Have someone hold the foster pet in cupped hands to better showcase small animals that often move very quick in photos.
Take photos in a variety of places, and of the animal doing a variety of things! People are more likely to adopt a pet they can visualize in their
home.
Skip the zoom feature on your camera and move your body closer to increase the quality of the image.
Keep videos short- around 1 minute! Choose background songs that are happy and fun.
Use costumes or props!

Virtual Meet N' Greet Tips
Have a friend handy to help film while you work with the pet!
Have treats readily available or plan to engage the pets in activities they like- pets, cuddles, playing with certain toys, etc.
Make sure your device is working properly before the meeting time.
Make sure the area you have picked for the meeting is well-lit.
Virtual meets should be around 30 minutes long.
If the adopter has any questions about the process or pet that you can't answer, feel free to have your foster coordinators email adress
handy to give out to follow up with any questions!

What to do when you're not finding adopters:
If you have posted on several places with no luck, don't fret! There are infinite ways to market your foster pet!
Make Memes, talk local businesses into allowing you to hang flyers, coincide posts with holidays, use costumes. etc. Be as creative as you can
to find an adopter for your foster pet! If in doubt, reach out to your foster coordinator for advice or to get additional help and support!

